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ABSTRACT
This paper describe the approach we have applied to identify
and annotate the proper tag to a given test word. Named
Entity Recognition is a subtask of information extraction
that seeks to locate and classify the proper names in a text.
NER systems are extremely useful in many Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) applications such as question an-
swering, machine translation, information extraction and so
on. A Conditional Random Field (CRF) based Stanford
Classifier has been used for classification. Tokens are clas-
sified hierarchically. We have observed performances on de-
velopment data gives moderate result.

1. INTRODUCTION
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is is process to identi-

fying proper names (such as Shantanu, Dhanbad, U.P. etc.)
and its classifications. NER is very useful in many Natural
Language Processing (NLP) applications such as Machine
Translation, Question Answering and Information Extrac-
tion [3]. In Name-Entity Recognition, input is a set of text
documents. The NER system processes these text files and
identify the named-entities. Initially texts are divided into
a number of tokens. These tokens can be noun phrases, ad-
jectives, prepositions, verbs, articles etc. From these tokens,
system identifies proper-noun. This proper-noun can be the
name of a person, a place, an organization, a disease or a
natural disaster, continents, year, count etc. We have used
Conditional Random Field (CRF) classifier from Stanford
Named-Entity Recognizer tool (version 3.4) [1, 2].

1.1 Task Description
The Named Entity Recognition (NER) task is all about

tagging of words by appropriate class symbol for a given
sentence.

Input:
Inputs as a test data is in three column format. First col-
umn contains sentence i.e. list of tokens, second contains
Part-of-speech tags for corresponding token and third col-
umn contains Chunk tags as shown in table 1.
Output:
Based on training, classifiers should classify and annotate
test data with 1st, 2nd and 3rd level of NE-tags. Finally
output would be in six columns format shown in table 2.

Next in section 2 we have discussed approaches applied
for NER task. We describe results in section 3. In section 4
we conclude the paper and discuss future direction.

2. APPROACH

Table 1: Input data format
Tokens POS tag Chunk tag

Department NNP I-NP

porta l NN I-NP

and CC I-NP

know VB B-VP

about IN B-PP

the DT B-NP

services NNS I-NP

provided VBN B-VP

by IN B-PP

us. CD B-NP

Table 2: Expected output
Tokens POS tag Chunk tag NE-tag NE-tag NE-tag

Department NNP I-NP I-GOV o o

porta l NN I-NP o o o

and CC I-NP o o o

know VB B-VP o o o

about IN B-PP o o o

the DT B-NP o o o

services NNS I-NP o o o

provided VBN B-VP o o o

by IN B-PP o o o

us. CD B-NP o o o

Task is accomplished in three stages: Pre-processing, Train
Classifier and Classification.

2.1 Pre-processing
In Pre-processing stage we removed all duplicates to get

a file of unique words only. Then we change all digits by
‘D ’ to improve accuracy and also remove blank rows. Now
we divide training file into three different files (File1.txt,
File1.txt and File1.txt), each containing four columns. First
training file contains Tokens, POS, Chunks, 1st NE-Tag (i.e.
fourth column). The second training file contains Tokens,
POS, Chunks, 2nd NE-Tag (i.e. fifth column) and the third
training file contains Tokens, POS, Chunks, 3rd NE-Tag (i.e.
sixth column).

2.2 Training
We have used Stanford NER tool i.e. we train CRF clas-

sifier. This tool requires high-end system configuration to
handle huge data which, unfortunately we did not have.
Therefore we had manage the task with some Engineering



solution. We form more than one classifier for first and sec-
ond training file on the basis of the frequency of each class.

In first training file, there were around 72 classes, so we
form 12 classifier for first file named as classifier1 file1, clas-
sifier2 file1, classifier3 file1 and so on. In each classifier we
group 6 classes on the basis of the frequency. classifier1 file1
consist of those classes whose frequency is very high. Simi-
larly classifier2 file1 consist of those classes whose frequency
is less than classes which are present in classifier1 file1 but
more than next upcoming classes.

Table 3: Classes present in classifier1 file1

B-INDIVIDUAL I-INDIVIDUAL

B-INSTITUTE I-INSTITUTE

B-PERSON I-PERSON

B-ORGANIGATION I-ORGANIGATION

B-GOV I-GOV

B-ASSOCIATION I-ASSOCIATION

2.3 Classification
In this stage first we test our classifiers on Development

Data. We observed that our system classified test data cor-
rectly to a large extent, although there was a substantial
portion which was not either classified correctly or not clas-
sified. Result for it shown in section 3.

Figure 1: Classification Layout

Then, we run classifiers on test data. First we run classi-
fier1 file1 of first training file on test data present in test.txt,
it annotated tokens according to classes which are present in
it and rest are annotated as other (o), this output is stored
in file name as temp1.txt . Now from temp1.txt, we extract
tokens which are annotated as other and store in file name as
test1.txt. Now we run classifier2 file1 of first training file on
test1.txt, it annotated tokens according to classes present in
it and rest are annotated as other (o), this output is stored
in file name as temp2.txt. Now from temp2.txt we extract
tokens which are annotated as other and store in file name
as test2.txt. This procedure is run until all classifiers of first
training file get complete.

Similarly we run classifiers of second and third training
files on test data and at last we merge the output of all files.
Figure 2.3: which shows the overview of Procedure.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have observed that our classifiers classified tokens of

Development Data into different classes present in training
data. These classifications are categorized into three parts:

Correct Classification, Incorrect Classification and No Clas-
sification.

3.1 Correct Classification
This part consists list of some classes whose tokens are

correctly classified. Table 3.1 shows the result of classifiers
which classified tokens based on first training file.

Table 4: List of some classes which are correctly
classified

Classes Precision Recall F-Measure

B-YEAR 73.41% 94.69% 82.70%

I-PERIOD 21.30% 12.12% 36.20%

B-DATE 13.22% 29.09% 18.18%

3.2 Incorrect Classification
This part consist list of some classes whose tokens are

incorrectly classified. Table 3.2 contains tokens incorrectly
classified tokens based on first training file.

Table 5: List of classes incorrectly classified

Classes

B-ASSOCIATION

I-ASSOCIATION

I-DISEASE

3.3 No Classification
This part consist list of some classes whose tokens are not

classified. Table 3 shows the result of classifiers classified
tokens based on first training file.

Table 6: List of classes not classified
Classes

I-COUNT

B-DATE

I-DATE

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this task we used machine learning approach of named

entity recognition. The CRF classifier, a supervised ma-
chine learning technique was used for classification [4]. This
classifier basically worked on small data. We observed that
our system classified test data correctly to a large extent,
although there was a substantial portion which was either
classified incorrectly or not classified at all. This happened
possibly due to following two reasons: one, lack of test data
belonging to that particular class and two, hardware con-
straints (small RAM) in our system.

Also, there can be another reason for quite a large number
of misclassification. This is due to our engineering hack to
handle huge amount of data within a constrained system
environment. When we pass test data through the first level
of classifiers (classifier1 file1) we can only classify them to
those classes for which class information is available in that



level. The rest are put in a common other class. If a data
which should actually go to the other class is misclassified
here, it never gets a chance to be classified correctly in the
subsequent levels. Only those data which are in the other
class get a chance to go to next level. Had we been able to
consider all possible classes in a single level, each data will
get equal and uniform chance of classification. As we can
not classify all data to their appropriate classes in a single
level, this causes a non-uniform chance of misclassification.
However, it remains to be seen how classification error is
affected by this staged classification vis-a-vis a single-level
classification scheme an important task which we could not
do because of hardware constraints, but can be attempted
as future work.
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